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“Rapidly becoming alt. rock heroes.”  
– Classic Rock Magazine (online) 

 
After working their fans into a frenzy with the release of singles Cheese Sandwich and Twenty, 
internationally diverse noisemakers, Wayter, are now ready to release their debut album - Feeding Time. 
Having already been featured in Classic Rock (Track of the Day for “Cheese Sandwich”) and Ian 
Camfield's XFM Rock Show, band members Eddie (Vox / Guitar), Oscar (Drums / Vox), Juan (Guitar / 
Vox), and Dan (Bass) are excited to see just how high they can fly with their first LP. 
 
The album kicks off with their first track, Cheese Sandwich, leaving the listener with no misconceptions - it's 
going to be a fantastically noisy ride. Wayter's ability to engage in sonic experimentation is what they are 
becoming best known for, and why their fans keep coming back for more. One minute you can be listening 
to Eddie's melodious vocals backed by minimalist guitar and drums before the track explodes into a 
shrieking whirlwind of primal screams and distortion. With comparisons already being drawn between them 
and underground heavyweights such as Slint and Fugazi, it will come as no surprise that this is a band who 
have no problems pushing the boundaries of discord. 
 
Wayter display a stunning degree of technical ability throughout this album, with huge sections of songs 
dedicated to stunning grunge laden guitar work, overdrive pedal set to create the maximum amount of 
distortion, while maintaining a strong backbone of melody. With tracks ranging from the extended cinematic 
soundscape of album closer "Lima", to the accomplished 60s-tinged psychedelia of second single Twenty, 
this is an album best played loud, and in full. 
 
Feeding Time is released via Naked Tree Recordings on May 30th 2011.  
 

• Wayter are available for interviews  
• Photographs and MP3 download available upon request  
• Official website: www.myspace.com/wayter 

 
 
All press enquiries to: 
A Badge of Friendship PR 
Claire Lim / Paul McCallum 
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Artist: Wayter 
Album: Feeding Time 
 
Tracks: 

1. Cheese Sandwich 
2. Pilot Turtle 
3. Guidleigh 
4. Twenty 
5. Atlantic: Pacific 
6. Dial 
7. Tba 
8. Parachute 
9. Bike Crash 
10. Lima 

 
Released: 30th May 2011 
Label: Naked Tree Recordings 
Format: CD / Download 


